
Agent m (aka malaria) is 
assigned to infect and 
kill villager

Thanks for 
the ride!

Here i come!

Agent m locates the 
innocent target and 
enters the body with 
the help from Juan’ s 
needle-like mouth

He makes his way 
across the. Vast  
land on his 
trusty ride, Juan 
the mosquito

Once agent m is in 
the blood 
stream, he hastily 
makes his way to 
the liver

Hehehe

Yes sir!

Infect 
and kill a 

nearby 
villager!



Once agent m makes it to the liver, 
because of his secretory organelles, 
his plasmodium forces its way into  
liver cells and steal a bit of the 
cell membrane to form a mall pouch 
inside the cell that provides shelter 
while he infects more cells

Rise my 
infected 
cells!

Meanwhile in immune system 
headquarters, the defensive 
white blood cellsdetect agent 
M in the liver!

The immune system quickly sends out 
white blood cells to eliminate the 
unwanted intruder

We’ve 
been 

breached!

Send 
out the 

soldiers!

die 
parasite!!!

Oh no! 
White blood 

cells

I need to 
escape!

To escape the attack from the white blood 
cells, agent m found and buried himself in a 
blood vessel and started producing sticky 
molecules called Plasmodium falciparum 
erythrocyte membrane protein 1 ( Pfemp1) on 
red blood cells

Inside a blood vessel…

My army will only 
get bigger and 

bigger!

The embarrassed white blood cells 
return to immune system hq empty handed 
as agent m’s army continues to grow

Did you get 
him?

No he got 
away



As the body begins to die, 
Juan comes back to pick up 
agent M to infect his next 
target

As agent m takes over more and 
more of the body, fewer white 
blood cells are being made 
because of leucopenia which 
mainly happens during acute 
malaria

As days came and went the body 
began vomiting, getting chills,  
getting headaches, and having 
diarrhea

As agent m’s army matures into schizonts, 
they rupture and release merozites which 
go through the same process again as they 
slowly take over the body

Vital organs such as the 
liver begin to fail as the 
final stages of malaria 
near

There aren’t 
going to be 
many of us 

left

Adios!


